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“SCURRY” VS. “HURRY”: 

VERMIN METAPHORS, 

DISGUST, & IMMIGRATION



 Started campaign by denigrating 

Mexican immigrants

 “Some…I suppose…are good people.”

 Promised to build a wall on the U.S. -

Mexico border

 Implied he would deport 11 million 

undocumented immigrants

 “Operation Wetback”

 Was Trump the cause or the effect?

THE OBVIOUS



SOCIAL REPRESENTATIONS

 Images and descriptions that create “common 

sense” of society (Moscovici ,  2001)

 Descriptive and prescriptive norms

 Frameworks for our social worlds

 Social representations of race



“THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA”



 Activate related concepts, 

even when subtle 

 The American flag can make 

Americans more conservative
 (Carter, Ferguson, & Hassin, 2011)

 Shape how people construe 

social issues 

 Policies depend on metaphors 

(Thibodeau & Boroditsky, 2010)

 Especially for self-relevant motives

 Metaphor of U.S. as a “body” 

(Landau, Sullivan, & Greenberg, 2009) 

SOCIAL REPRESENTATIONS



REPRESENTATIONS OF ILLEGAL 

IMMIGRATION



SENTIMENTS TOWARD IMMIGRANTS

TN State Senator Curry Todd, 2010

“Well, they can go 

out there and 

multiply like rats 

then.”



SENTIMENTS TOWARD IMMIGRANTS



REPRESENTATIONS OF IMMIGRANTS

 The dominant metaphors (Santa Ana, 2002; O’Brien, 2003; 

Scharg, 2010)

Water: wave, flow, inflow, tide 

War: invasion, takeover, attack, infiltrate, hordes, fighting

 Animal: stampede, swarm, sniff out, round up, offspring

 Pollutant (Cisneros, 2009)

 Home (United States): home, protect

 Metaphors could lead to specific animals – VERMIN

 Animals that invade foodstuffs and that tend to carry disease

 Pests that are to be eradicated



 Physiological response to 

stimuli (e.g. rotting food)

 Evolutionary adaptation for 

survival

 System “hijacked” for morality

 "...disgust reactions connote the 

sense that one is better, purer, 

and less offensive than the 

offending target." (Hodson & 

Costello, 2007) 

DISGUST



Illegal 

immigrants

Disgust

Vermin 

(rodents/ins

ects)



Illegal 

immigrants

Disgust

Vermin 

(rodents/ins

ects)
 Expulsion Policies

American 

Identity



STUDY 1: DESIGN

 40 Participants, 33 self -identified White

 Average age: 38.5 years, 25 women

 Read the following passage:

"They have invaded our house, coming in floods that we've been 

unable to stop. They'l l  take over the whole thing if we don't do 

something soon. Anything they come into contact with has been 

damaged. And now their many offspring are becoming another 

burden to deal with. We need to round them up and get r id of 

them."



STUDY 1: DESIGN

 40 Participants, 33 self -identified White

 Average age: 38.5 years, 25 women

 Read the following passage:

"They have invaded our house, coming in floods that we've been 

unable to stop. They'l l  take over the whole thing if we don't do 

something soon. Anything they come into contact with has been 

damaged. And now their many offspring are becoming another 

burden to deal with. We need to round them up and get r id of 

them.”

 Answered either:

 What animal is this person referring to?

 What social group is this person referring to?



STUDY 1: RESULTS

 Animal (N = 21)

 20 responded with vermin

 10: Rats, mice

 10: Bedbugs, termites

 χ2 (1, N = 21) = 44.58, p < .001 

 Social group (N = 19)

 12 responded with immigrants or Mexicans

 “Illegal immigrants,” “aliens,” “Mexicans”

 χ2 = 7.68 (1, N = 19), p = .02 

 No other response given more than once

 “kids who move back home after college”



 51 self-identified White Americans

 33 women, mean age = 23.6 years

 Read a news article on illegal immigration

 Vermin metaphors or not

 Disgust measure

 PVD – Germ aversion (Duncan, Schaller, & Park, 2009)

 “I prefer to wash my hands pretty soon after shaking someone’s hand”

 American Identity
 “Being an American is an important reflection of who I am”

 Political ideology

STUDY 2: DESIGN



STUDY 2: DESIGN

Offspring

Cracks at Border

swarm
sscurry

coming in waves

floor falls out

Children

Entries at Border

large groups

hurry

coming in huge numbers

problem we can’t solve
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STUDY 2: RESULTS

Level of disgust:

β = .45*

β = -.05

β = .27*



 114 self-identified White Americans 

 52 women, mean age = 31.41 years 

 Read a news article on illegal immigration

 Vermin metaphors or not

 Policy measure (α = .84) 

 “Officers should be able to check for citizenship in case an individual 

appears illegal”

 “Landlords should rent a residence to someone even if he or she cannot show 

documentation of their citizenship” (reverse)

 American Identity (α = .96) 

 “Being an American is an important reflection of who I am”

 Political ideology

STUDY 3: DESIGN
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STUDY 3: RESULTS

Level of support for harsh policy:

β = .32*

β = -.003

β = .16*



 Social representations may play an 

important role in political beliefs

 Could become disgusted without knowing why

 Policy support may be an effect of language 

Ridding journalism of “illegal” may not be 

enough

 Future Directions

 The effect of positive metaphors

 Metaphors will affect a new, unknown group

 Difference in metaphors from different 

sources

CONCLUSIONS
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